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Abstract
This study was aimed at investigating the effect of internal porosity on the fatigue strength of wire + arc
additive manufactured titanium alloy (WAAM Ti-6Al-4V). Unlike similar titanium alloys built by the
powder bed fusion processes, WAAM Ti-6Al-4V seldom contains gas pores. However, feedstock may
get contaminated that may cause pores of considerable size in the built materials. Two types of
specimens were tested: (1) control group without porosity referred to as reference specimens; (2)
designed porosity group using contaminated wires to build the specimen gauge section, referred to as
porosity specimens. Test results have shown that static strength of the two groups was comparable, but
the elongation in porosity group was reduced by 60% and its fatigue strength was 33% lower than the
control group. The stress intensity factor range of the crack initiating pore calculated by Murakami’s
approach has provided good correlation with the fatigue life. The kink point on the data fitting curve
corresponds well with the threshold value of the stress intensity factor range found in the literature. For
predicting the fatigue limit, a modified Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram was proposed consisting of three
regions depending on porosity size. Critical pore diameter was found to be about 100 micrometres.
Keywords: Porosity defects, Stress intensity factor, Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram, Ti-6Al-4V,
Additive manufacturing
1.

Introduction
The additive manufacturing (AM) technology is a highly effective method to reduce the production

time and cost comparing to the traditional manufacturing process, i.e. machining parts from forged
billets. Compared to the powder based AM processes, the wire + arc additive manufacture (WAAM)
has a much higher material deposition rate, lower process cost and no powder handling requirement.
Consequently, WAAM has found applications in the aerospace and other industrial sectors [1,2]. In
addition, WAAM is reported to deliver fully dense (>99.99%) Ti-6Al-4V components with virtually no
defects [3].
One of the main challenges to the widespread use of AM technologies to produce safety critical
structural components has been widely recognised as the issues of material properties and repeatability,
in particular the fatigue and fracture properties. Investigations on AM Ti-6Al-4V have shown that the
static strength, fatigue crack growth rate and fracture toughness properties of WAAM [4,5], laser powder
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bed fusion in stress relieved condition [6] and electron powder bed fusion [7] are all comparable with
the traditional wrought counterparts. However, the high cycle fatigue strength was much lower in some
AM Ti-6Al-4V, with large variations and scatter in the S-N data. The process-induced defects, such as
gas pores and lack of fusion cracks, are reported to be the cause for the poor performance and data scatter
[5–11].
Another cause for the test data scatter has been identified as the AM microstructure characteristics
that are controlled by the cooling rate and peak temperature during deposition [12]. The volume fraction
of α phase reported for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V is greater than 90% [13,14], with a predominantly
Widmanstätten microstructure and an average α lath width of 1.5±1 µm [13–15]. The prior β grains are
columnar and aligned in the build direction, which can lead to mechanical property anisotropy in terms
of the tensile [5,16] and fatigue strength [5].
Although WAAM Ti-6Al-4V seldom contains process-induced defects, studies have shown that
feedstock contamination can be a common source for occurrence of gas pores [5,17]. Recent advances
on the application of in-situ rolling [18] and inter-pass rolling techniques [19,20] have shown promising
results in homogenising the microstructure by making the prior β grains equiaxed and more importantly,
eliminating the process-induced defects in the build stage. However, adding a processing step
significantly increases the production time and cost.
In terms of modelling of defects and fatigue life prediction, there are three approaches in the
literature, namely, statistical (such as the weakest link theory [21–24]), classic notch fatigue method
treating porosity as a stress raiser [25–27], and fracture mechanics approach [9,28–33]. The statistical
approaches discussed in [22–24] have been used effectively for correlating fatigue life with the initial
distribution of porosity obtained from X-ray computed tomography. However, parts made of wire-based
AM processes exhibit far fewer and isolated pores [5,34,35], hence the use of statistical approach may
not be suitable. A study based on the notch fatigue method, which is implemented in the FEMFAT
fatigue post-processor [27], reported better fatigue life prediction accuracy, using the average stress
acting on a finite volume of material in the notch root that is subjected to stress level greater than 90%
of the maximum stress. This method is yet to be applied to titanium alloys. The rest of literature studies
on notch fatigue and fracture mechanics methods were focused on powder based AM processes due to
the concerns of higher porosity density.
The Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram [36] has been one of the most used analysis tools for qualitative
representation of the fatigue design limits. The two limits in the diagram are obtained from the material
test results, i.e. the fatigue limit in defect-free condition taken from the S-N data and the threshold value
of the stress intensity factor range, which gives the condition for non-propagating cracks [37]. However,
short cracks grow much faster than that would be predicted by linear elastic fracture mechanics [38].
Therefore El Haddad et al. introduced a fictitious crack size to raise the crack driving force in the short
crack regime [29]. Later, Murakami and Endo [39] proposed a parameter based on the projected area of
defect to represent an effective crack size for embedded defects. Consequently, the El Haddad model
[29] and the root area parameter were adapted by Beretta and Romano to determine the non-propagating
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crack condition for the lack of fusion defects encountered in AM materials [30]. These approaches
[29,30,36,39] have been proven to be accurate for the lack of fusion defects [9,32,40], which are similar
to a planar crack geometry. However, only one study has tested Murakami’s approach on gas pore
defects and found it to be conservative [41].
This study aims to investigate the effect of gas pore defects on the fatigue performance of WAAM
Ti-6Al-4V. The probability of feedstock contamination cannot be neglected, therefore, two groups of
WAAM Ti-6Al-4V specimens were tested, (1) reference group, built according to the standard
manufacturing procedure using clean wire and optimised processing parameters, and (2) porosity group,
built with contaminated wires in specimen gauge section using the same process parameters as for the
reference group, to represent the feedstock contamination. X-ray computed tomography was performed
to determine the porosity morphology and density in both groups. Fatigue testing was performed
followed by fracture surface analysis to determine the fatigue crack initiating pore. Fracture mechanics
approach was used to correlate the test results and to determine the fatigue strength limit with the effect
of porosities.
2.

Experiment design

2.1 Manufacturing
WAAM Ti-6Al-4V walls were deposited using a HiVE machine (High-Value Engineering) which
has a Fronius Plasma 10 module attached to a rotator, allowing the co-axial rotation of the shield, wire
feeder and the wire spool around the plasma torch. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of the Ti6Al-4V wire (AWS 5.16- grade 5, 1.2 mm diameter) and the walls deposited for the study. Chemical
composition of the wire was taken from the product certificate and that of the deposited walls from
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (for the primary elements) and LECO® analysis (for gaseous
elements). The base plate was a hot-rolled Ti-6Al-4V of 12 mm thickness and was clamped to a rigid
steel backing block during deposition. The clamping of the base plate prevents any distortion due to
thermal residual stresses. The plasma arc was controlled by a Fanuc robot arc mate 120i. Heat from the
substrate was extracted by a water-cooled backing plate. Argon gas of 99.99% purity was used as
shielding gas (placed ahead of the torch and as well as the trailing end of the torch), directed precisely
at the melt pool to avoid oxidation. The material was deposited by the oscillation strategy as shown in
Fig. 1(a), which resulted in a wall of 27 mm thickness as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Table 1. Chemical composition (weight %) of wire feedstock and deposited walls (reference and
porosity). [NA: data not available].

Wire

Al
6.24

V
4.18

Fe
0.131

O
0.15

C
0.013

N
0.009

H
0.005

Residual
<0.4

Ti
Balance

Reference wall

5.61

3.8

NA

0.18

NA

0.008

0.007

NA

NA

Porosity wall

5.89

3.8

NA

0.17

NA

0.017

0.006

NA

NA

Allowable [42]
limits or max

5.56.75

3.54.5

0.3

0.2

0.08

0.05

0.015

<0.4

Balance
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of WAAM Ti-6Al-4V wall deposition strategy, (b) a finished wall used for
specimen extraction (material was deposited in Z-direction).
2.2 Specimens extraction and tests
Two walls, referred to as ‘reference’ and ‘porosity’, were built with optimised processing
parameters. The reference wall was deposited entirely with clean wires as shown in Fig. 2(a), such that
the specimens extracted from this wall should either be in defect free condition or contain pores of
negligible size, which we refer to as micron sized pores; fatigue testing of specimens from the reference
group should deliver the material intrinsic property. The so-called porosity wall was deposited using
contaminated wires at the wall mid-section, which corresponded to the gauge section of the extracted
specimens, and the rest of the porosity wall was built with clean wire as shown in Fig. 2(b). According
to a previous study [5], pores of sizes over hundreds of microns can be caused due to feedstock
contamination, which we refer to as macro pores. Wire contamination was done using water
displacement 40th formula (WD-40®). Test specimens were extracted in parallel with the build direction.

Fig. 2 Schematic of two walls and specimen extraction: (a) reference specimens (defect-free or scarce
micron sized pores), (b) porosity specimens (pore sizes over hundreds of microns). Material was
deposited in Z-direction.
Metallographic samples were prepared according to ASTM E3 standard [43] and etched using
Kroll’s reagent. Flat tensile specimens were machined according to ASTM E8 standard [44] as shown
in Fig. 3(a), using wire electrical discharge machining (WEDM). Specimen surface roughness was
measured with a light interferometer and was found to be 2±0.3 µm. Four specimens each from the
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reference and porosity group were tested under static tension load with a 250 kN Instron servo-hydraulic
test machine at room temperature at a cross-head speed of 1 mm/min. Strain was measured with an
Instron extensometer of 25 mm gauge length.
Fatigue test specimens were machined according to ASTM E466 standard from the reference and
porosity walls as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) respectively. The cylindrical specimens were polished at
the gauge section with 600, 1200, 2500 and 4000 grit papers to achieve a final surface roughness of
0.5±0.1 µm. Fatigue tests were conducted with a 100 kN Instron servo-hydraulic test machine. Load
controlled test was performed at a load ratio of 0.1 and frequency of 50 Hz, at laboratory room
temperature condition.

Fig. 3 Geometry and dimension of test specimens for (a) tensile tests, (b) and (c) load-controlled
fatigue test from reference and porosity group respectively (unit: mm).
3

Experimental results and discussion

3.1 Microstructure analysis
Owing to the directional solidification, the prior β grains grow epitaxially in the build direction
with lengths ranging from a few 100 microns to the entire height of the wall as shown in Fig. 4(a). The
prior β grains are about 1~3 mm wide, which is much larger than the prior β grain width reported in the
selective laser melting and electron beam melting processed Ti-6Al-4V [7,15,36].
Fig. 4(b) is the enlarged view of a prior β grain showing the variation in the α phase morphology
at the prior β grain boundary (Fig. 4c), away from prior β grain boundary (Fig. 4d) and at the intersection
of each layer with the next layer (Fig. 4e). According to [45], grain boundary α forms at the prior β grain
boundary and there is a preferred orientation relationship between the grain boundary α and the adjacent
β grain (<0001>α parallel to <110>β). Therefore, the preferred orientation relationship at the prior β grain
boundary leads to the formation of lamellar α colonies of 20-30 µm width (measured by line intersection
method according to ASTM E112). In Fig. 4(d) α phase exhibits a Widmanstätten microstructure away
from prior β grain boundary, with an average α lath width of 3±0.7 µm. However, at localised regions
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such as the intersection between two layers (Fig. 4e), the average α lath width was reduced to 1±0.2 µm.
The reduction in the α lath width at the intersection can be attributed to the higher cooling rate during
the deposition of each new layer [5].

3.2 Porosity characterisation
Optical micrographs of representative pores from the reference and porosity walls are shown in
Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) respectively. Characteristic length is defined as the width of α colony [46], which
is 20-30 µm for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V and according to [47], when the pore diameter is less than 8 times
of the characteristic length, the micro-crack growth will be influenced by the surrounding
microstructure. In case of pores larger than 8 times the characteristic length (as in the porosity specimens
where the average pore diameter is 200 µm), the pore will behave like a notch and the gross mechanical
properties can be used for fatigue life predictions. However, in the reference specimens, average porosity
diameter (~60 µm) is within the characteristic length scale, therefore, local microstructure will dominate
the crack initiation and initial crack growth phase.

Fig. 4 Optical images showing: (a) macrostructure of as-deposited WAAM Ti-6Al-4V, (b) prior β
grain boundary, with magnified views showing: (c) lamellar α colonies, (d) Widmanstätten
microstructure, (e) fine lamellar α colonies indicated by darker bands between two layers.
X-ray CT analysis confirmed that the three-dimensional geometry of the pores was spherical in
both reference and porosity specimens as shown in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d), which is in agreement with
the results reported in ref. [48,49]. Density of the porosity specimens was found to be 99.96%, whereas
the reference specimen density was more than 99.99% showing a fully dense material.
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Fig. 5 Optical image of representative porosity in (a) reference wall, (b) porosity wall, comparing the
size of the α lamellae width with the pore diameter (noting the different scales used), (c) X-ray
computed tomography scan at specimen gauge section of the reference specimen, density is 99.99%,
and (d) porosity specimen, density is 99.96%.
3.3 Tensile properties
The tensile test results for the reference and porosity specimens are shown in Fig. 6 and the property
values are provided in Table 2. It is observed that the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength are
comparable between the two groups. This is because that stress concentration at the pore has caused
localised plastic deformation and the yield strength corresponds to the beginning of bulk material plastic
deformation. After yielding the stress-strain curve becomes almost horizontal owing to the lack of work
hardening, which results in negligible increase in the stress with respect to the increased strains, and
therefore the comparable ultimate tensile strength values. However, the uniform elongation is
significantly lower for the porosity specimens, which can be due to the development of micro-cracks in
the material at the vicinity of the pores that is constrained by the surrounding material at lower stress.
The general lack of work hardening of this alloy also contributes to the much reduced elongation.
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Table 2. Tensile test results.
Specimen
Reference
Porosity

0.2% offset strength
(MPa)
802 ±7
825 ±5

Ultimate tensile strength
(MPa)
859 ±4
842 ±8

Uniform Elongation (%)
10 ±2
4 ±1

Fig. 6 Engineering stress vs. strain relations from tensile testing of the reference (solid lines) and
porosity specimens (dotted lines).
The tensile fracture surfaces of a reference specimen and porosity specimen are shown in Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b) respectively. Dimples are observed in both cases as shown by enlarged views in Figs. 7(c) and
7(d), thereby indicating a ductile fracture. However, the dimple sizes in the reference specimens (Fig.
7c) are significantly smaller than those in the porosity specimens (Fig. 7d). The smaller dimple size in
the reference specimens can be due to the higher elongation that deforms (pulls) the grains resulting in
the ruptured grains (manifested as dimples) having smaller cross-section at final fracture, whereas the
porosity specimens undergo lower elongation and the grains are not deformed as much, and therefore
the dimples are comparatively larger [50].
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Fig. 7 Tensile fracture surfaces, (a) reference, (b) porosity, (c) and (d) enlarged views of (a) and (b)
showing the dimple size differences.
3.4 Fatigue test results
It is known that in the high cycle fatigue regime, the total life of a coupon specimen is dominated
by the crack initiation life, whereas in the low cycle fatigue regime, micro-cracks nucleate within a few
tens or hundreds of loading cycles due to the higher applied stress levels, and therefore the total life is
dominated by the crack propagation phase. Fig. 8 shows the fatigue test results obtained from the
reference and porosity specimens. It was found that the scatter in the porosity specimen tests was
significantly reduced for applied stress amplitudes of 270 MPa and above. The reason for this behaviour
can be the local yielding at the pore vicinity leading to micro-crack nucleation within a few tens of
loading cycles. Following this, the pore and the micro-crack collectively contribute to the crack
propagation. Given the stress concentration factor of 2 in the porosity specimens, an applied stress
amplitude of 270 MPa at stress ratio 0.1 is high enough to cause the crack to grow unhindered, leading
to reduced scatter in the fatigue life. However, in the reference specimens, the micron sized pores
coupled with the micro-crack, tend to remain within the size scale of the surrounding microstructure,
thereby leading to an extended phase of short crack propagation. This phase has significant variation
and scatters in the fatigue life owing to the microstructural interactions, e.g. the micro-crack deflects
from grain to grain while seeking the easiest slip planes.
Fracture surface examination was performed to elucidate the differences among the three distinct
S-N curves (Fig. 8); the S-N behaviour depends on whether the crack was initiated at microstructural
features (no pores), at porosity of diameter comparable to the α colony width (pore diameters below 100
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µm), or at porosity of diameter much larger than the α colony width (pore diameters above 100 µm).
Compared to the defect-free reference specimens, the fatigue strength of porosity specimens was
reduced by a factor of 1.5 (at 107 cycles). The best-fit curves were expressed using a power law
relationship as shown in Eq. (1). The values of the two material constants (σf́, b) were (827±47,
−0.068±0.004) for the defect-free reference specimens, (818±60, −0.075±0.005) for those reference
specimens with crack initiation at pores below 100 µm diameter, and (899±142, −0.107±0.01) for the
porosity specimens with crack initiation at pores greater than 100 µm diameter.
𝜎a = 𝜎′f (𝑁)𝑏

(1)

where σa is the applied stress amplitude, σ’f the fatigue strength coefficient, b the fatigue strength
exponent, and N the load cycles to failure. Note that the material constant values are only valid for
applied stress ratio of 0.1.

Fig. 8 Fatigue test results with information from fractography analysis. Three distinct S-N curves were
identified depending on the crack initiation site and pore size. Note: the defect-free and micron sized
pores (below 100 µm) specimens were extracted from the reference wall, representing the two
extremes of material intrinsic behaviour. Lines indicate the best fit curves.
Fig. 9 shows the fracture surface of two specimens tested at the same load level. Measured diameter
of the crack initiating pore in Fig. 9 (a-c) was comparable to the microstructure size, whereas the crack
initiating pore diameter in Fig. 9 (d-f) was significantly larger than the microstructure size. Depending
on the porosity size, the crack initiation and early stage growth manifested transgranular cleavage as
shown in Fig. 9 (c) for the specimen with smaller porosity (dia. < 100 µm), whereas, the specimen with
larger porosity (dia. > 200 µm) exhibited intergranular facets for as shown in Fig. 9 (f). Therefore, the
higher fatigue life for the specimen with porosity size comparable to the microstructure characteristic
length (i.e. width of lamellar α colony [46]) was due to the interaction of the pore with the
microstructure. It is worth mentioning that the specimen with smaller porosity was from the reference
group while the larger porosity specimen was from porosity group.
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Fatigue life was found to be the lowest when multiple pores were present within a distance less
than the diameter of the larger pore as shown in Fig. 10 (a). Proximity of the pore to the free surface was
found to be the next most influential factor. Sub-surface location (Fig. 10b) has reduced the fatigue life
by a factor of four as compared to the internal location (Fig. 10c). Additionally, it was observed that five
specimens had crack initiation from surface defects, 18 at sub-surface defects, five at internal defects,
and the remaining at microstructural features (defect-free). Therefore, sub-surface pore location was
found to be the most critical case, as approximately 65% of the specimens had cracks initiated from
subsurface pores.
Fig. 11 presents the results for the crack initiating pore diameter vs. fatigue life. It can be observed
that the pores in the reference specimens were below 100 µm in diameter. However, the scatter in the
results indicates that in addition to porosity size, the applied stress level should also be considered.

Fig. 9 Effect of porosity diameter on fatigue fracture behaviour; (a) - (c) initial porosity diameter (d0 =
58 µm) is comparable to surrounding α colony size, N = 8.8×105 cycles, (d) – (f) initial porosity
diameter (d0 = 220 µm) is much larger than surrounding α colony size, N = 3.3×104 cycles. Both
specimens were tested at applied stress amplitude of 315 MPa, stress ratio 0.1.
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Fig. 10 Overall fracture surface with magnified view (bottom right corner) of the crack initiation site:
(a) multiple pores at close proximity, d0 = 320 µm, 197 µm, N = 1.87×105 cycles, (b) sub-surface pore,
d0 = 190 µm, N = 1.19×106 cycles, (c) internal pore, d0 = 113 µm, 93 µm, N = 5.57×106 cycles. All
three specimens were tested at applied stress amplitude 180 MPa, stress ratio 0.1.

Fig. 11 Crack initiating pore diameter vs. fatigue life for the reference and porosity specimens
showing no correlation between the defect size (pore diameter) and the fatigue life under various
applied stress amplitudes. Note: encircled data points denote crack initiation at internal pores.
4

Fracture mechanics applied to gas pores

4.1 Stress intensity factor as a fatigue design parameter
When considered separately, neither the applied stress (Fig. 8) nor the crack initiating pore size
(Fig. 11) could provide good correlation with the fatigue life. Therefore, fracture mechanics approach
was applied for the test data correlation. According to Murakami’s approach [28], a spherical gas pore
can be treated as a planar crack of size equal to the square root of the projected area of the pore. Stress
intensity factor range can be calculated by Murakami’s equation as shown in Eq. (2).
∆𝐾 = 𝐶 × ∆𝜎√𝜋√𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

(2)

where ∆K is the stress intensity factor (SIF) range, ∆σ the applied stress range, √area the square root of
the projected area of the pore, and parameter C is 0.5 for internal defects and 0.65 for surface defects
[28].
Fatigue test result presented in Fig. 8 is now re-plotted as the relation of ΔK vs. N in Fig. 12 showing
a much better correlation between the fatigue life and the fracture mechanics parameter. It is also
observed that the best fit curve for the test data is kinked at around the value of threshold stress intensity
factor range of the material (Kth). The reason is that when the crack growth driving force, ΔK, is below
its threshold value Kth, crack growth rate is dropped exponentially, resulting in much increased fatigue
life, hence the change in the slope of the best fit curves [51]. From Fig. 12, the threshold stress intensity
factor range of the material was estimated as 4.5 MPa√m at the kinking point, which agrees with the
values reported in literature for AM Ti-6Al-4V [6,9,13,52].
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Fig. 12 Correlation between fatigue life and stress intensity factor range (SIF range) for porosity
defects tested in this study (SIF range is calculated using the Murakami’s equation, Eq. 2). Note:
encircled data points denote crack initiation at internal pores.
4.2 Modified Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram
The original Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram (K-T diagram) combines the material’s intrinsic fatigue
limit and the LEFM non-propagating crack condition to set the fatigue limits [36]. It was developed
based on the LEFM material properties for long cracks. For defects, Beretta and Romano adapted and
modified the K-T diagram [30]. However, a lower bound should be set for the K-T diagram by the notch
fatigue limit for porosity defects. Therefore, in this study it is proposed that the K-T diagram for porosity
defects should have three regions as shown in Fig. 13 and elaborated as follows.
(a) Region I is the upper bound of the fatigue limit and is set by the material’s intrinsic fatigue limit.
It is applicable when the porosity size is reduced to near zero, hence has negligible effect on the
material’s fatigue limit.
(b) Region II sets the criterion for non-propagating defects based on the LEFM condition of SIF range
equal to the threshold SIF range (∆K=∆Kth).
(c) Region III is the lower bound of the fatigue limit curve and is set by the notch fatigue limit due to
the defect. A previous study has applied this approach to modify the K-T diagram for notched
specimens [53,54].
However, porosity size ranges only a few hundred microns and falls within the short crack regime.
Since such defects propagate faster than long cracks at similar nominal SIF range [38,55], the LEFM
condition would be non-conservative for porosity defects. Therefore, as presented in a previous study
on defect tolerances [30], the porosity size was represented using Murakami’s square root area argument
and was applied in the El Haddad’s model [29] to satisfy the similitude condition for porosity defects.
El Haddad et al. [29] introduced a fictitious crack length, a0, as shown in Eq. (3) to apply the LEFM
theory for short cracks. It is referred to as the El Haddad material constant, determined by Eq. (4). The
El Haddad material constant increases the value of the SIF for short crack length.
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Fig. 13 Schematic of the proposed Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram for the effect of porosity size on the
fatigue limit.
∆𝐾 = ∆𝜎√𝜋(𝑎 + 𝑎0 )

(3)

∆𝐾th = ∆𝜎e √𝜋𝑎0

(4)

where ΔK is the stress intensity factor range, Δσ the applied stress range, a the short crack length, a0 the
El Haddad material constant, ΔKth the stress intensity factor range threshold obtained from long crack
fatigue test (~4.5 MPa√m), Δσe the intrinsic fatigue limit of the material (540 MPa for WAAM Ti-6Al4V, R=0.1).
Let ∆K=∆Kth, from Eqs. (3) and (4), the reduced fatigue limit, Δσw, is given by Eq. (5), which also
bridges the fatigue limit to the linear elastic fracture mechanics threshold condition via a smooth
transition region.
𝑎0
∆𝜎w = ∆𝜎e √
𝑎0 + 𝑎

(5)

where Δσw is the reduced fatigue limit of the material due to short crack.
Beretta and Romano modified the El Haddad’s model for porosity defects by replacing the short
crack length in Eq. (5) with the Murakami’s square root area parameter as shown in Eq. (6) [30] for
calculating the fatigue limit for specimens with crack initiation at porosity defects. Further, Eq. (6)
converges to the upper bound set by the material’s intrinsic fatigue limit when the defect size reduces to
zero (√area=0).
√𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎0
∆𝜎w = ∆𝜎e √
√𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 + √𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎0

(6)

where √area is the defect size expressed according to Murakami’s square root area argument, and √area0
is the modified El Haddad parameter that was calculated according to Eq. (2) by replacing ∆K with
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∆Kth,LC (4.5 MPa√m) and ∆σ with the material’s intrinsic fatigue limit ∆σe (540 MPa). Therefore, the El
Haddad parameter in Eq. (6) for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V was calculated as 52 µm for both surface and subsurface pores, and 88 µm for internal pores.
The lower bound was determined from Eq. (7). However, use of stress concentration factor can be
conservative as the notch sensitivity of Ti-6Al-4V is often reported to be between 0.5 to 0.6 [56,57].
Therefore, Eq. (8) was used to find the notch fatigue factor, Kf, which sets the lower bound of the K-T
diagram for porosity defects.
∆𝜎w =

∆𝜎e
𝐾t

(7)

∆𝜎w =

∆𝜎e
𝐾f

(8)

where Kt is the stress concentration factor and the value for spherical internal pores is 2.08 [25]. Kf is
the notch fatigue factor determined by the ratio of the fatigue limit of the reference (or smooth)
specimens to the fatigue limit of the porosity specimens. The value of Kf was 1.5 for the fatigue test
results presented in this study (Fig. 8).
The modified K-T diagram for porosity defects with the three limiting conditions (material’s
intrinsic fatigue limit as upper bound, modified El Haddad’s LEFM criterion, and the notch fatigue limit
as the lower bound) was found to agree well with the test results as shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14 Calculated fatigue strength limit (solid line) for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V as a function of porosity
diameter. Material’s intrinsic fatigue limit (∆σe) is 540 MPa at applied stress ratio 0.1. Note: encircled
data points denote crack initiation at internal pores. Test results are from this study (Section 3.4).
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Conclusions
Two groups of specimens were made by the wire + arc additive manufactured titanium alloy

(WAAM Ti-6Al-4V) and tested to study the material performance of the reference group (manufactured
with clean wire) and porosity group (manufactured with contaminated wire at the specimen gauge
section). The study has included microstructure analysis, porosity characterization, fatigue testing and
fracture mechanics analysis. Following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The microstructure of both groups was similar and consisted of epitaxial prior β grains aligned along
the material build direction. The α phase exhibited the Widmanstätten and lamellar colony
morphology with an average α lath width of 3 µm and α colony width of 20-30 µm. Average gas
pore diameter was 60 µm for the reference group and 200 µm for the porosity group.
2. Fatigue strength in terms of the maximum applied stress at 10 million cycles, at stress ratio 0.1, was
600 MPa and 400 MPa, respectively, for the reference and porosity specimens. The static tensile
strength properties were comparable for the two specimen groups, but the uniform elongation was
very different, at 10% (reference) and 4% (porosity specimens).
3. Fatigue life can be correlated with the stress intensity factor range of the crack initiating defect using
Murakami’s equation, which takes account of both the applied stress level and defect size. The best
fit line of the correlation is kinked at the point (or value) corresponding to the threshold stress
intensity factor range.
4. Fatigue strength limit can be predicted by a modified Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram for porosity
defects Instead of using a monotonically decreasing relation of the applied stress range with porosity
size, a sigmoidal curve is used in this study to set the lower bound according to the notch fatigue
limit. The critical porosity diameter was found to be close to 100 µm for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V.
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